SUSTAINABLE CITIES MINOR

SUMMER 2022 OFFERINGS

MINOR REQUIRED COURSES

CP 2233: Sustainable Urban Development
EARLY SHORT session

CP 4052 C: Sustainable Cities Studio
FULL SUMMER session

CP 4052 C01: Sustainable Cities Studio (Lab)
FULL SUMMER session

SCARP ELECTIVES

CP 4020: Intro. to Urban & Regional Planning
CP 4510/CP 6514: Intro. to GIS
CP 4310: Urban Transportation
CP 6595: GIS System Design & Mgmt
CP 6596: GIS Capstone Project
CP 4813 Special Topics: Sustainable Cities Internship (NEW COURSE!)

OTHER ELECTIVES

BIOS 2300: General Ecology Lecture
BIOS 2301: General Ecology Lab
CEE 4610: Multimodal Transportation
HTS 3005: American Environmental History
LMC 2350: Introduction to Social Justice
PUBP 3315: Environmental Policy and Markets
PUBP 3350: Energy Policy and Markets
GRMN 3030: Crossing Borders
FREN 3500: Field Work Abroad
SPAN 3200: Globalization in Latin America

Students may start, complete, or continue the minor over the summer – or even start and finish it!

Questions? Contact Kris Chatfield at kchatfield30@gatech.edu